
This took a wee bit longer than it should

have but ain’t that the business of show.

Events in recent weeks have been

equal parts like waiting on a bus and

having been hit by one. The latter

refers to situations that friends have

been finding themselves in. I have

nothing (much) to complain about.

Last August, I quit taking medication for

psoriatic arthritis. It made me feel crap

but it also reduced my immune system -

which I relate to the feeling crap. I also

have it in my napper that I’ll be able to

donate blood again and having been in

touch with the transfusion service, I’m

flagged for the all clear if I make it to

September. Despite some discomfort

that the meds may have tackled - it’s

sometimes bloody painful but I can deal

with that. The most important aspect is

that I’ve not been notified about being

‘at risk’ but had I stayed on the ‘gear’

then it’s likely things would be hairier.

There would likely be no gadding out for

crisps and Fry’s chocolate cream bars.

Considering my position in the rickety

firmament and the possibility that

perhaps I have something like 10 more

years to kick around this sorry planet.

Mortality is in focus. This information

isn’t designed to convey anything

beyond the fact that if any semblance

of normal is resumed then time-wasting

will be even more frowned upon than

it was pre all this shit.

(Graphic by Rich Stim)

doesn’t get much better

than this. Lucy Ellis

knows her way around a

song alright and the

lassie has been a tad

frustrated by this having

been delayed. There are

other wheezes in the air

including a Spanish tour

with a Norwegian combo

of some repute but until

then, just get yourself a

blast of this and tell her

you’ll be her ‘Jelly Baby’.

Young Fresh Fellows

“TOXIC YOUTH” will

finally be available this

month after being on hold

because of the annual

RSD bunfight. The

S stands for shop

incidentally. Initial copies

of this YepRoc release

will come by a limited run

fanzine specially put

together for this event.

It includes the smash hit,

‘GEAR SUMMER 2013’

and eleven more tasty

belters delivered as only

they can serve ‘em.

A multi-national combo based

in “The London”, LUCY AND

THE RATS have their second

full length album “GOT

LUCKY” out on vinyl via

Stardumb/Surfin’ Ki on

July 3rd and it’s available for

pre-order now. Dirty Water

Records is the place to hit up

for the CD and digital versions.

Ideally they would be playing a

ton of shows in celebration but

for now you’ll just have to

make do with learning the

songs. Things open with

‘September’. The hope of

anything happening by then

might be pushing it but ain’t

that the commodity that kills.

In terms of primo pop, it

https://www.stardumbrecords.com/products/lucy-and-the-rats-got-lucky-lp?_pos=2&_sid=2055d407a&_ss=r%20
https://lucyandtherats.bandcamp.com/%20
https://www.roughtrade.com/gb/young-fresh-fellows/toxic-youth


The Primevals “Second

Nature” is the latest instalment

of their long game. This being

that they should really be more

feted than they are but like any

combo worth their salt, they

make music regardless. The

keyboard addition introduced

a mesmeric layer to their

trademark hard driving, almost

Aussie-like rock action. The

album title is exactly right

because  they do their thing

naturally, without artifice.There

are 16 songs on the CD and

you can hear all the songs on

Bandcamp. Maybe those won’t

all be on the vinyl which is

expected soon. I’m not sure if

‘We Die Young Here’ is a

statement on the mortality rate

of their home city but ‘Best
Days’ might be my favourite

during early spins. Can’t wait

to see them performing this

gear in their Glasgow habitat

and further afield as and when

the old normal returns.

Meanwhile you can get

acquainted in your bunker

because time is on your side.

When Michael Shelley

embarked upon making this

album with his daughter

JUNIPER, it’s pretty safe to say

that he couldn’t have planned

how great the venture would

turn out.Over the course of it

coming together, a veritable

Wrecking Crew pitched in to

give it the whole thing the feel

of the songs being delivered by

an extended version of NRBQ.

Go to the website and see the

roll call of musicians, this is as

organic as it gets and in these

somewhat joyless times this is

one hell of an audio tonic.

The excellent song selection

includes Francis Macdonald’s

‘Punk Rock Boy’ and eleven

other radio-friendly ‘HITS’.

Available now at Confidential

Recordings outlet store.

Several Spanish labels

have compilations

available where all

proceeds go toward

supplying PPE to

hospitals. Type in Music

For Gloves Bandcamp

and a whole bunch of

these will appear for your

perusal. It’s for a good

cause and so far remains

unblemished by shysters.

Friday June 5th, do it!

SONG OF THE SHEET!
A new feature that selects

a tune you won’t want to

miss. This one only seems

to be available as a

cassette from Alcopop

Records but something as

infectious (in a non-life

threatening way) as this

has to see a vinyl release.

I had not a scooby that it

existed until Andy King

sent me the link to a video.

Turns out that there are

two clips for ‘Songs From

My Teens’ by HELEN

LOVE that you can set on

heavy rotation. If ever

there should be a 7 inch... 
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I’d never heard of The Jezabels

far less listened to them but it

turns out that HAYLEY MARY

was the front lassie in this

Australian band. My friend Kjetil

really has his finger on the

pulse though and as soon as

I clocked the video for ‘THE

PISS, THE PERFUME’ it struck

a chord that should send similar

shivers through fans of STIFF

RECORDS era pop. The clip is

very Tracy Ullman but HM’s

talents are more akin to yer

Kirsty MacColl. This release is

a mini album. Hopefully the UK

tour that should have happened

in May will be rescheduled.

https://juniperssongs.bandcamp.com/album/juniper
https://musicforgloves.bandcamp.com/%20
https://www.hayleymary.com/%20
https://primevals.bandcamp.com/
http://ilovealcopop.awesomedistro.com/products/669132-helen-love-now-thats-what-i-call-songs-from-my-teens-ep%20



